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‘ FROM' VAUGHAN THOMAS, REPRESENTING THE COLS IKED BRITISH

PRESS AND RADIO

Midday 13th February

I am sending' this despatch on February the thirteenth.

, Yesterday, was the day by which, according to reports, Hitler himself hod ordered

• his forces to liquidate our bridgehead.

If the Fuehrer's'- plahs military had prospered I should at this moment be making

jrry way to the boats
. Instead our bombers roar overhead in the''best air weather we

'.have.hod since our landing, I am sitting down in a ruined villa overlooking our bomb

blasted port of Anzio to' try and give you os ; balanced a picture os I con cf our

position on the bridgehead.

Just over threeweeks ago we landed almost-unopposed on the beaches a few miles

away along the pinefringed coast. Those of us -who went in with the first wave were

astonished at the complete surprise we achieved, .We captured bewildered Germans coming

back after a pleasant night out in Rome. .We almost strolled to'our first objectives.

We drove our Jeeps like peacetime tourists along the road'to Rome,

Instead of the heavy fighting we had expected we had a military promenade. It may

be that the very ease with which we got ashore raised your hopes at home "that the worst

port of:.our job was over. Here on the beachhead we knew it would not be long before

the enemy got over his .surprise and did his best to, hit us before wawere firmly

established, ;

The first week on the beachhead saw a race between.the two sides. We were

striving to get enough stuff ashore to make our base firm and secure. The enemy was

rushing what troops he could into the area to try and seal off our landing and then

launch a counter-offensive to push us into the sec.

He drew a line along the coast railway between the little towns of Campoleone and

Cistema* .And behind this line he started to build up his strength. Two days of bad

weather during this building up period had an important effect on'our fortunes* They

allowed the enemy to move in troops without any interference from our air cover* And

they stopped us unloading on the open beaches* At the end of the first week we started

to move forward out of our. original perimeter* At once we found the Germans had

succeeded in building.up a pretty formidable force against .us.

They obviously regarded our landing not only as a most serious threat to their

forces further south but also as.a blow to their wobbling prestige -in Europe* They were

now determined to make' a major fight of it* They had been forced to draw on their

carefully husbanded reserves and had now definitely committed them to the job of pushing.
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us off the bridgehead.

We drew back a little and prepared to meet this threat. It wasn't long in coming*

By February second the German counterattack had started. From the first it was directs

down the main read into Anzio. The rest of our perimeter is protected by low lying

ground laced with irrigation canals and ditches. But along the Anzio road the go inf is

firmer and if the enemy broke our line here he might have a chance to use his tanks.

He threw nearly three divisions against this one point. The main stress was borne

by British troops. For nearly ten days they fought almost continuously often against

heavy odds and nearly always in weather that gave our aircraft no chance to help them.

The scattered houses of the little hamlet of Carracetto and the bleak red walls of

Mussolini’s Agricultural Settlement of Aprilia became the boiling centres of fighting as

fierce ..as anything we have seen sc far in Italy.

It was mainly an infantryman’s and gunner’s battle with the Germans using tanks

pushed into the ground floor of farmhouses. The noise of the artillery duels echoed

night after night over the narrow limits of the bridgehead. The ground is rolling

ploughland, where the farmhouses stand out like frost and the only cover you can get is

the slit trench you dig for yourself in the sandy soil.

The enemy infiltrated boldly and husbanded his gunfire for the moment of attack.

From the much-shelled crossroads, familiar to every soldier here as the "flyover" I have

been looking out over the battlefield. The bleak plain ahead of us would be filled

with shellbursts and drifting smoke, but this battle is fought so close to the front that

you couldn’t see a single soldier yet somewhere out there in that bare no-man’s-land,

they were resisting the most serious threat we have had so far to our bridgehead.

At the end of ten days they had succeeded in bringing the German thrust to a stand^-

still, Nowhere had we lest more -than our outer defence positions. Our own casualties
y

had been heavy, but we had mauled those three German divisions so badly that for three

days now they had made no further attempt to attack. They had bruised themsleves against

the hard shell of our bridgehead.

This ten days fight will make a stirring story when we can send you the full details.

The situation, as President Roosevelt has said, was certainly tense. Not everything has

gone "according to plan". But we on the bridgehead had confidence in the men who were

fighting. They stopped the enemy. Nov/, in bright sunshine that is particularly welcome

to our troops, the two forces face each other in an uneasy quiet. I don’t know what the

eneny 's next move will be. Perhaps Hitler has given the order that the German attack must

be renewed at all costs. As long as we are firm here we are a standing threat to the

enemy’s forces in the South.

He may be prepared for heavier losses to smash this bridgehead. All 1 can tell you

is that, here in this little fortress island around Anzio, we don*t think in terns of

optimism or pessimism. We see only the task before us. We have never concealed from you

that the task is a hard one- For it is the task of meeting and breaking, the best that

Hitler can send against us. MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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BRIDGEHEAD

:From Norman Clark, representing Combined British Press'

Anzio Bridgehead, Sunday night

There can be no quarrel from here with President Roosevelt’s statement at his press

conference in hashingten on Friday that a "tense situation" existed here last week.

Unquestionably, toe, as the. Downing Street communique qualified, there is no reason to

doubt but that the battle for Rome will be ours.

But an imputation which has resulted once'mere in the bridling of war correspondents

and more particularly those correspondents who landed with the bridgehead forces and

continue to attempt to represent the day-to-day situation correctly - must not be allowed

to stand. In future not.only is news from bridgehead correspondents to be delayed .by

the withdrawal of the facilities which have enabled our despatches to be radioed from here

- in future they are.to.be carried by an uncertain courier service - but in addition to

censorship on security grounds, they are to be scrutinised on th,e excuse of policy. There

have been fights before during the war ,on this issue of war-reporting, • ana in every, case

the point has eventually been’ conceded.

criticism there was in newspapers in Great Britain and the United States can only

have been made on ill-informed reports. They were not based cn -first-hand front-line

despatches, which bear inspection cn this point.

There has been grin fighting in the bridgeheads since the moment the enemy reacted to
4

cur landing and marshalled. -his forces to contain us. This has been the burden of every

word we have written. To delay the ‘transmission of news from the bridgehead, where the

significance of developments can be better guaged that at headquarters in the rear, is

to encourage rather than correct the balanced picture everyone seeks to present. Frontline

despatches will be anticipated, as a result, by reports from centres far away from the

scene of the action and will always tend to oscillate violently in contrast to those written,

in full knowledge of the facts and factors, with the troops engaged* in the fighting. The

order curtailing the facilities of correspondents on the spot equalitywith those culling

their reports from briefings far behind the front shows a lack of understanding of the

problems of the quick and correct" interpretation .of a battle in which lives are being

lost and little ground gained..... The censorship must be challenged if time is not to be

lest in winning the war. Here the counter-thrust which gave rise to the handcuffing of

the press has been net It cannot be kept secret that heavy losses were suffered

on both sides, but the three divisions the High Command was prepared, to spend to force a

breach in the perimeter were broken first.
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Before the enemy could recover, our line had been adjusted .and strengthened -

and a two-day gale intervened. It had been two days of stormy weather in the early

days of the first week of the bridgehead that had given the Germans, mustering forces

from all fronts - from the Cassino front, the Adriatic front,from Northern Italy, from

Southern Prance and even from the Balkans the vital days necessary to take up position.

This movement was interrupted by air observation or bombing, and the bad weather

when the tonnage of supplies that could be landed cn the beaches was restricted delayed

our move out of the bridgehead long enough for stronger opposition to be mounted there

than we could overcome with our original forces.

Military historians will debate the reasons why the higher expectations our

landings so near Rome gave rise to among the more optimistic were not fulfilled.

That is not to say of course that Rome was our immediate objective. The landings

succeeded beyond anybody’s imaginings in drawing off the enemy’s strength so

precipitately from other fronts, and the High Command’s reaction to our threat to

the lines of communication supplying his main army in Italy at Cassino was prompt.

The bridgehead must be contained - that was the first all-important essential

of the enemy* s higher strategy. Then once contained it must be thrown back into

the sea, and the uneconomic liability of the High Command extinguished. The first

instruction of the Fuehrer has for the moment been achieved; the second has not yet

been decided, but has been postponed by the battering that British troops and the

gunners of the bridgehead gave tho storming enemy divisions in the battle that swayed

for three days round Carrocetto.

The British infantry, none of whim had slept for three nights, were indomitable

unvanquished. The human factor in the end prevailed. The massed weight of

German metal and men was endured by dwindling forces. Tho enemy did not break through

to gain the road to Anzio, ten miles away.

The Germans pressed into the attack the best part of three divisions, one of

then, summoned from the South of Prance, thrown into action for the first tine. in

older type of soldier than.-we have been meeting for some tine, with less imagination

and fear of artillery, was poured into a narrow front.

These older soldiers (some of then grey.-haired oven) were no less skilful in

fighting as a result of their late baptism of war* Some of then taken prisoner

with a multitude of others during the three days had had no more than five weeks'

training. This bridgehead has now existed for twenty-two days, but it’s function

is no longer that of securing the "beaches. A tradition of fighting self-reliance

is the spirit in the bridgehead today.

MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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FIFTY ARMY FRONT

FROM SHOLTO REPRESENTING- THE COMBINED

CANADIAN PRESS.

With the Fifth Army in Ital;

Naples 14.2.44»

This is what newspapermen call a "Think Piece" about the Anzio beachhead from

which I returned this morning.

It is not easy to write for the man on the spot, knowing much that he must not

disclose, but some facts and some principles may be discussed which will be of help

in evaluating the situation*

In the first place the beachhead is secured. Secondly, there have been public

expressions of optimism and subsequently of pessimism which the jinny feels have

been excessive on both sides. This will be- a matter for history to decide, but

for record I am bound to note that my colleagues at Fifth Army Headquarters', in

Algiers, in London,Washington and New York.have been able to base their interpretations

solely upon information supplied by the Army or upon messages from correspondents

on the beachhead itself, which in turn are subject to censorship.

In forming a judgment upon such an operation as this, it seems to me that it

should be remembered that a military operation usually has maximum and minimum

objectives. A student of geography can figure that the maximum objective of the

Anzio landing might heave been to cut the German lines of communication to the

Fifth army front. The minimum objective would clearly be to seize and hold the

beachhead as a base for further offensive operations on the Germans flank.

It was no doubt calculated that the coot chosen for the landing was advantageous,

in that with flat reclaimed marshes on the south and with a series of little

ravines which were natural .tank traps on the north, the lines of communication would

be relatively easy to protect in a swift thrust inland. Success in attaining

maximum objectives would then depend upon aggressive leadership, upon weather

conditions, upon rapidity of supply movements - and particularly upon the enemy

skill in warfare.

This is not the place to discuss which of these or other reasons led to delay

in achieving the maximum objectives sketched above or possible other objectives;

but it is the place to affirm that the minimum objective is achieved. It was not

achieved without moments of anxiety. But after the passage of several days, I think

the Germans must have realised they had lost their big chance - that is if they had had

strength to follow up their limited success in their first serious attacks.

As/



As it is now, our forces could even withdraw in various sectors without

endangering the security of the beachhead proper.

The beachhead and main line now demand of the Germans seventeen divisions

•

a small thing, perhaps, in relation to the Russian front but of importance when

German requirements in Western Europe are considered.

’All in all the beachhead has been a profitable venture. It has not achieved

all that the public hoped for, but it has gained solid and substantial results.

It has for example, drawn upon German strength as far away as Slovenia and

South of Prance and it remains both as a serious threat on the German flank and as

a base for offensive operations which may at any time place the German forces to the

south in deadly peril.

Meanwhile, war correspondents on the beachhead had been placed on an intricate

situation. German monitoring reports have doubtless already noted that news messages

are no longer transmitted by radio from the beachhead. It is, apparently, thought

that correspondents on the spot have been guilty of unwarranted scare news and

their radio facilities, whether in direct consequence or net, have been cut off.

They are in the position, in which it is technically impossible to file a news

story from the beachhead without being beaten by at least twenty four hours by

correspondents as far away from the beachhead as the rain Fifth Army Front or

Naples or Algiers. They are also profoundly disquieted by the introduction of

what is called "censorship” for policy of their messages.

all hope that the situation as seen by the will soon be confined, as

before, to natters of military security.

MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO

THEY 'MUTED To SEE POMPEII

Keener than any peacetime tourists, two British Naval officers were determined

on seeing the famous ruins of Pompeii, though the Germans were only half a mile away.

One of the officers was Lieut. Cdr. H.H. Arton, R.N.R., of Birkdale, Southport,

commanding officer cf H.M. Rescue Tug FAVOURITE.

"I saw the ruins with a Naval Salvage Officer", said Lieut. Cdr. Arton. "We

were the only Naval officers among thousands of the moving up after the Germans,

An Army officer, telling us we were crazy as the Germans wore only half a mile away,

drove us to Pompeii from Castellamare.

"Anyhow, we saw the ruins, and then we had to walk all the way back to our ship.
At’ the time an armoured division and our tanks were rushing up to the front.

They made a fine sight as they swept -past. Wc must have looked two very lonely fig-

ures in white as we trudged along the motor-road back to Castellamare."

Lieut. Cdr. Arton, bitten again with the sight-seeing bug, went ashore at Naples.-

a sniper shot ad him three times, but again he escaped unscathed*

The FAVOURITE has been one of the "front line" fleet from the time she joined the

"Inshore Squadron" that supported the Eighth Army all the way from Egypt to Tripoli.
"I think our stickiest time was off the beaches at Salerno", said Lieut. Cdr.

Arton* "v*e wont there from Tripoli with an invasion force* Our job was to pull

landing craft off the beaches when they grounded* We were kept busy, for there was

an average of about a dozen a day to be recovered.

"Howitzer shells made the job more hazardous. A German battery Kept lobbing these

missiles over when we approached the beach, but we got used to it and could judge the

time to dash in. We would wait “until he had fired and then go full ahead towards a

stranded craft. By the time he fired again, we’d be too near the beach for him to

hit us, and we could got on with the job."
On the second night of the invasion, the FAVOURITE steamed into Salerno with a

pontoon, but load to beat a hurried retreat as the Germans broke into the town again.
"be heard tanks coming", said Lieut. Cdr. Arton, "and thought they were British

until we were told they were German.

"a little tug, the EMPIRE DENNIS, went in with us and stayed until morning. She

cane out at full speed then, zig-zagging as she dodged enemy shells. The Germans

kept dropping shells just where the EMPIRE DENNIS had been a moment before. It was

an extraordinary sight to watch, but she cane through safely."
When Salerno was eventually secured, the FAVOURITE returned end landed troops and

sixty-five nurses for the advanced hospital*
The FAVOURITE was the first Naval ship to enter Naples’ harbour. "We did a lot

work there", said the Chief Engineer, Sub. Lieut, (e) D. Ref fey, R.N.V.R., of Brighton,
Sussex*

’’The harbour was in a. terrible mess and we set to clearing the weeks. Within six

mays a score of big ships had already discharged their cargoes."
Tho, TaVOURITE was commissioned in Texas in June 1942, and had operated from South

African ports and Mombasa oefore she was ordered to the Mediterranean.
1
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SOUTH EAST ASIA COMMUNIQUE No. 14
New Delhi,
February 16, 1944

ARMY:

In the Haka area on the 13th February the Japanese abandoned some of their

positions which were set on fire and burned all day. Cur artillery continued

effectively to shell enemy positions in the Tiddim area.

In the Arakan, fighting continues. Near Ngakyedauk on the night 14th/15th

February the Japanese occupied two hill features overlooking the pass over the Mayu

range.

Cur troops counter-attacked and have retaken one of the hills.

There has been heavy enemy shell fire near the east end of the pass.

On the 14th February there was a brisk action about eleven miles north of

Maungdaw, in which our troops succeeded in turning the enemy out of a strong

position, Japanese casualties have not yet been reported. Our forces subsequently

withdrew.

In the Kaladan, cur advance continued and we have had some success in sharp

fighting. Elsewhere in this area during the night 12th/l3th February our troops

routed the enemy in a bayonet attack.

In the Hukawng valley fighting continued north-east of Taipha Ca. Chinese

troops are advancing south-westwards from that place, and further advances have

been made in other parts of the area.

AIR:

U.S. fighters and fighter-bombers of the Tactical Air Force have also been

active. On 14th February, in North Burma, two Japanese troop and supply concen-

trations were heavily bombed and strafed. Two flights of fighter-bombers hit a

Japanese base near Shingban and also strafed a motor convoy. A large Japanese

bivouac north-east of Mogaung was bombed with excellent results and the entire

area covered by heavy machine-gun fire. Successful attacks also were made on a

supply dump.

A formation of fighter-bombers destroyed two large warehouses just north of

Mandalay,

On 13th February U,S. fighter-bombers in the Mandalay area were intercepted

by Japanese fighters. Three of the enemy were damaged. From all these operations

one Allied aircraft is missing.

R, A. F. heavy and medium "bombers of tie Strategic Air Force, Eastern Air Command,

on the night of 14th/l5th February attacked railway targets at Moulmein, Thanbyuzay,

at Henzada and Bassein, all in South Burma., A force of medium bombers also

attacked the landing-ground at Anisakan, near Mandalay.
/in the
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In the Arakan* escorted dive-bombers attacked enemy positions north of

Maungdaw and at Myohaung, east of the Kaladan. Fighters flew many offensive

patrols over the battle zone. An interception was made on a force of enemy air-

craft near Buthidaung, and three of them v/ere destroyed, one probably destroyed,

and nine damaged. Two more Japanese fighters were destroyed by our reconnaissance

aircraft. Our losses were nil.

Fighter-bombers and fighters on the 15th February continued widespread

offensive reconnaissances. Enemy-occupied villages, lines of communication,

transport and stores were attacked on the Mayu peninsula and ih the Upper and

Lower Chindwin areas.
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CIVIL POSTAL SERVICE PITH

SICILY, SARDINIA AND SOUTHERN ITALY

The Postmaster General announces that the civil postal service with

Sicily, Sardinia, and the following provinces in Southern Italy, viz:

Bari, Matera,
Brindisi, Potenza,
Catanzaro, Reggio di Calabria,
Cosenza, Salerno,
Lecce, Taranto,

has been restored. In consequence of an order issued by the Allied

Commandor-in-Chief, Mediterranean Theatre, the service, until further

notice, will be restricted to unregistered letters not exceeding 2 ounces

in weight, and post cards, of a purely personal nature. No business,

commercial, or financial correspondence wi11 be allowed*

The rates of postage arc the normal foreign rates, viz :

Letters 3d. for the first oz* and 1-Jd. for
each additional os.

Postcards 2d,

For the present no Air Mail, Money

are available.

Order, or parcel Post facilities

It is desirable that the name of the province should be shown in

the address.

GENERAL POST OFFICE
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Air Ministry' News Service Air Ministry Bulletin N0.12958

A.T.C. AMATEUR NATIONAL BOXING- CHAMPIONSHIPS AT ROYAL ALBERT HALL

Finals of the Air Training Corps National Boxing Championships will take
ft

place at the Royal Albert Hall, London, on Monday, May 8, under the auspices of

the Air Training Corps Amateur Boxing Association.

This is the only amateur national hexing event so far hooked for the

Royal Albert Hall this season, and it is likely to he one of the higgest hexing

occasions of the year. Young hoxers from all over Britain will he seen.

,
Contests will he in two classes: "Junior" with nine woights from midget

to junior heavyweight, and "Senior" with eight weights from flyweight to

heavyweight. Boxing will he under A.B.A. rules.

Twenty-one trophies and cups will ho competed for, including the already

well-known "Harewood Trophy” , presented hy the Yorkshire A.T.C. Association,

for the Command with the most wins. It was won last year hy London Command.

There arc also the "Northern Wings", presented hy IT.33.Command for the champion

squadron in the North of Britain and Northern Ireland, and the "Silver Wings"

presented hy "The Star" for the champion squadron in the south.

A.T.C. squadrons in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales arc

already finding their champions, some of whom will win through as command,

inter-command and then north or south finalists. Among the first command

contests arc the Midland finals at Birmingham onMarch H, and south east-

command finals at Gatwick on March 25.

The A.T.C, national championships on May 8 will he the second to he pat

on at the Royal Albert Hall, and the first to he run entirely under the A.T.C.B.A.

of which Air Marshal Sir Peter Drummond is Vice-Patron and Air Marshal Sir Leslie

Gossage is presidents
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Air Ministry No. 12959

AIR MINISTRY CQIMUNIQUE

Last night, aircraft of Bomber Command took the offensive against

Germany in very great strength, flying, in all operations, over a

thousand sorties.

The main objective was Berlin* where well over two thousand five

hundred tons of H.E. and incendiary bombs were dropped, a heavier load

than in any previous attack on any objective in air warfare* The crews

of Mosquitos over the target after the main force had left, reported a

very large are of fire with smoke rising to a height of twenty thousand

feet.

In addition to the main attack, Lancasters made a feint attack on

Frankfurt-on~Odor, fifty miles cast of Berlin, while Mosquitos bombed

objectives in Western Germany and Holland,

Many mines were also laid in enemy waters.

Forty-five of our aircraft cure missing.
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ENEMY SHIPPING SUNK OFF NORWAY

The following actions by light coastal forces have recently taken

place against enemy shipping off the Norwegian coast

During the morning of 6th February a large patrol vessel was

engaged and -was badly damaged in the approach to the Sognes Fiord,

approximately 50 miles north of Bergen. The patrol vessel -was last

seen on fire and drifting towards the shore.

Our forces suffered a small number of minor casualties and only

slight damage.

During the afternoon of 13th February two supply vessels, which

were escorted by enemy naval forces, were intercepted, torpedoed and

sunk in the. vicinity of Kristiansund. The fact that they were

escorted indicated that they -were engaged on enemy service. The

subsequent explosions confirmed that they were carrying explosive stores

In this action, our 'forces suffered neither casualties nor damage*

ADMIRALTY, S.7,1.
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The following exchange of messages has taken place between His Majesty The

King and the president of Peru on the occasion of the raising to the rank

of Embassy of the respective Diplomatic Missions in Lima and London.

To His Majesty King George VI.

I have the honour to address Your Majesty on the occasion of the agreement

reached between our Governments to raise to the rank of Embassy the respective

diplomatic missions in Lima and London, to inform you of the lively satisfaction of

Peru at this act which strengthens the close collaboration and unity of ideas of both

countries at the present moment, thus reaffirming the policy which we have followed

since the beginning of the struggle of the free nations of the world against those

which tried to establish a political regime contrary to the democratic conscience of

our peoples. This act revealing the profound and cordial friendship which exists

between Peru and Great Britain initiates a new era in the history of our relations

during which I am sure the proposal to intensify them for our mutual benefit and in

the most ample spirit of co-operation, will obtain complete success, I beg Your

Majesty to accept the good wishes of the Peruvian people and of myself for the

felicity of the British people and for the early arrival of the day 'when final victory

shall crown all their sacrifices and the efforts of their glorious armies, and when,

with peace re-established, they shall continue the course of their great destinies.

MANUEL PRADO.

Telegram from The King to His Excellency
Senor Don Manuel prado, president of Peru,

I have received Your Excellency’s telegram of February 10th, and have learnt with

great pleasure of the satisfaction felt in Peru at the decision of our two Governments

to raise the status of the diplomatic Missions in Lima and London to that of Embassies,

I am happy to assure Your Excellency of my own gratification at a step 7/hich

demonstrates and confirms the closeness of the friendship between our peoples and the

importance of the relations between our countries. I share Your Excellency’s hope that

the future will see a strengthening of the ties which already so happily unite us.

The proofs of the sympathy felt hy Your Excellency, your Government and the people

of Peru for my country and the cause which she and her Allies are defending in the

present conflict, have been a constant source of encouragement. I reciprocate Your

Excellency’s desire for the early arrival of the day when final victory shall crown the

arms of the United Nations, and open the way to &n era of peace and progress.

I "beg Your Excellency to accept this expression of mgr cordial esteem and of my

good wishes for the prosperity and happiness of yourself and the Peruvian people.

GEORGE R,I,

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPRATMENT
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WOUND STRIPES AND SERVICE CHEVRONS

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve the institution of

Wound Stripes and Chevrons to be worn in recognition of Services undertaken during

the present war since 3rd September,l939.

These wound stripes and chevrons are distinctions to be worn in respect of

service since the declaration of war and are not to be regarded in the nature of

a reward.

Subject to fulfilling the conditions laid down the following categories will

be eligible for the distinctions; -

(a) All officers ( including women officers),other ranks and auxiliaries

of the British,Dominion, Indian and Colonial Forces,

(b) Nursing officers.

(c) Members of the Home Guard,

(d) Officers and members of Voluntary .aid Detachments.

There will be no posth.umous issues.

WOUND STRIPES

(a) Wound stripes, denoting wounds or injuries sustained in the present

war will be of narrow geld braid and 1-g- inches in length. They will be worn

vertically on the left forearm. One stripe will be worn in respect of each

occasion on which the individual is recorded as wounded, in the records of

the War Office Casualty Branch which will constitute the authority fo wearing

the stripe. Self-inflicted wounds will net qualify for an issue.

(b) A single wound stripe of red rayon (lustrous) braid will also be worn

to denote wounds sustained in previous wars irrespective of the number of

1—x 2

wounds. It will also be./inches in length and will be worn on the left

forearm. Those entitled to both red and gold stripeswill wear the red braid

braid stripe to the rear of the first gold stripe.
(c) The/



(c) The lower end of tho first stripe will be 4 inches above the bottom of .

the cuff and midway between the seams on the outer side of the sleeve.

Additional geld stripes will be spaced at i inch intervals in front of the first

gold stripe* when two or more are worn, the stripes will be arranged

symmetrically round a. central line between the seams.

SERVICE CHEVRONS

(a.) One chevron will be issued for each completed yean of service in the present

war, recipients becoming eligible for the first chevron at' the end of their first

completed year of service and so on. The chevrons will be printed in rod on a

khaki background, the arms being 3/16th inch in width and X inch in length,

(b) Chevrons will be worn on tho right forearm with the apex uppermost on the

outer side of the sleeve midway between the two seams, the apex of the lowest

chevron being 4 inches from tho bottom of the sleeve.

Hound stripes and chevrons will not be worn on greatcoats or tropical dress.

personnel who by reason of their service have become entitled to wear wound stripes

and/or chevrons may, at their own option, continue to wear them on plain clothes after

cessation of military service or on relegation to the Reserve,

Instructions regarding the submission of claims and issue in respect of Dominion

and Indian Forces will be issued by the respective. Governments*

EX-OFFICERS AND EX-SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN

Ex-officers and ex-service men and women, including those relegated to the reserve

or placed on the unemployed list are also entitled to a service chevron for each complete

year of service in the nmy, Home Guard, A. T. S.
,
V. A. D. or as Nursing Officers during

the present war*

They will also be entitled to one gold wound stripe for each wound-or injury

received as a result of enemy action while on duty in the forces mentioned. In

addition, a single red wound stripe will ho issued to denote a wound or wounds received

in previous wars* This red stripe will he issued only to those Ex~Officers and Ex-

Service men and women who have served in the forces mentioned in the present war since

3rd September 1 939» Both wound stripes and chevrons may he worn on plain clothes.

Wound stripes will he worn vertically on the left sleeve with the lower end of the

stripe V above the bottom of the cuff. The red stripe when worn will he immediately

behind any gold stripe. The chevrons will he worn on the right sleeve with the Apex

uppermost and V' above the bottom of the cuff.
/To obtain

2



To obtain a. free set of wound stripes and chevrons, ex-officers should apply

to the war Office, and all others to the Record Office of the Regiment or Corps with

which they last served. The address of the Record Office, if not known, can be

obtained from any police Station. The following particulars must be given:-

Full name and present address

Army rank and number:
Dale and place of enlistment:
Date of leaving the Forces, (stating whether discharged, relegated to the

reserve, or placed on the unemployed list), and the unit and plane where

then serving. Claims'for wound stripes must also give the date and

theatre of war where wounded, and for a red wound stripe sufficient detail
to enable the claim to be verified.

Ex-Officers and Ex-Service men and women now serving in the Heme Guard or other

qualifying service in which wound stripes and chevrons are granted, will receive

their wound stripes, including the red wound stripe, and chevrons, through their

organizations. In such cases no claims should be sent to the Mar Office or Record

Offices.

Only one free set will be issued to each person, after that the expense of

upkeep is to be borne by the individual. No free issue will be made to anyone wrho

was supplied with wound stripes or chevrons while still serving. The wound stripes

and chevrons ere distinctions to he worn by the person who has earned them in

respect of service in the present war since 3rd September 1939 end there will

therefore ho no posthumous awards.

THE HOME GUARD.

Personnel not now serving with the Home Guard but entitled to wound stripes

and service chevrons should make application to their old unit commander in the

first instance,

WAR office.
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ITALIAN BRIDGEHEAD

From Basil Gingell for the Combined Press.

February 13, 1944

Correspondents on Anzio’s stormy beachhead are annoyed, .Of fourteen

■journalists who made a. landing with the Fifth Army’s amphibious forces only seven

now remain and only three, Norman Clark, Vaughan Thomas and myself represent

the British press and Radio.

The others who landed have returned to

operate more freely.

Censorship directives on the beachhead

correspondents at Anzio and the picturesque

Headquarters is often read with surprise by

day by day happenings on the spot 4

the other front where they can

have had a restricting effect on

background emanating from Allied Force

those able to judge most closely the

Stories of events at Anzio written by people many miles away have, we are now

told by the authorities here, had a most unsettling effect on people in the United

Kingdom, Those of us who have known the facts arc not surprised but to counter this

- which we feel would have been best met by lifting restrictions - more have been

imposed.

Yesterday we- were informed that the radio which transmitted copy from the

beachhead would no longer be available for war correspondents whose copy would go

to Naples for censorship and despatch from there. This may mean a delay of perhaps

two days before it reaches London, It will mean also that' during that lag no eye

witnesses will be getting breaks again.

Since all copy has been pooled from the day of the landing, there is no question

of beating one another here but everyone docs feel most strongly that some relaxation

of censorship restrictions would have enabled us to report events here far more

satisfactorily,

One tremendous brake here has been that news from the beachhead must not antici-

pate the communique. Thus while the Germans were hammering at our gallantly held

perimeter with the fiercest drive we here had to describe it as enemy counter-attacks

in no way indicating the forces against us lest we anticipate a communique which laid

it down in those terms. And yet while this las going out from here we could hear

8.8.C. reports quoting Allied Force Headquarters that the attack could be described

as/major one.

If war correspondents are to be compelled to see their copy emasculated to

along behind a communique set in most general toms while others far away from the

scene can have so much greater freedom surely the position becomes farcical. No-

one appreciates better than ourselves the importance of security but we feel that a

loosening of the restrictions for the men on spot would give the public better

facilities to judge and preserve some balance between the ill-informed optimism and

equally uninformed pessimism that the present situation tends to provoke.
MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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Air Ministry No» 12961

AIR MINISTRYCOMMUNIQUE

It is now known that the number of aircraft missing from

last night's operations by Bomber Command is forty-three and

not forty-five as previously announced.
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Air Minis try News Service Air Ministry Bulletin No. 12960

BOMBER COMMAND MAKES A THOUSAND SORTIES

BEILIN’S HEAVIEST ATTACK

The largest bomber force which has so far-attacked Berlin bombed the city last

night at the rate of over 70-tons a minute, dropping 2,500-tons between a quarter

past nine and just after a quarter to ten, Of the. force of more, than one thousand

aircraft despatched by Bomber Command, the greater number -were Halifax©s and Lancasters,

and all of these were on Berlin with the exception of the Lancasters which MADE.- a

feint attack on Frankfurt-on-Oder,

The thousand bomber attacks of 1942 have already been many times surpassed in

weight, effectiveness and range. In the new thousand-bomber assault, no crews -were

detached, as in 1942, from training stations, and almost every squadron was flying ,

four-engined bombers, .

More' than an hour after the main attack, Mosquitos were still making the work of

Berlin’s fire brigade difficult and dangerous, and their crows reported an enormous

pall of dense /black smoke over the city, rising to a height of 20,000-feet. Under

the cloud which covered the whole of the city in a thick layer up to nearly 10,000-feet,

a great pear-shaped glen of fires stretched across the target t and the smoke had begun

to filter upwards through the clouds even before the main force had finished their

rapid attack.

Flak was so violent when the first sky-marker bombs were dropped, that it was,

evident that the main night fighter force, was late,

Scattered fighter flares later began to appear in the sky, but even in the last

stages of the attack many of our crews bombed -without opposition from fighters. The

weather may have grounded some of the- enemy fighters, and the Germans, do not seem to

have been able to get a large enough number over Berlin to.intercept more than a small

proportion of the great force of Bombers, The air defences appear, in fact, to have

been as effectively saturated as the flak. The searchlights were unable cither to get

through the cloud or to illuminate them in order to silhouette the bombers.

’’The gunfire was much heavier than usual," sail Pilot OfficerR.J. Silson, of

Boston, Lincolnshire, who was over Berlin for the eighth time. ’’This- was right at the

beginning of the’attack —"in fact we got there just before the pathfinder flares went

down* I saw them "build up a really good concentration of markers."

(Cont ’d)



(Berlin Story Continued)

"Ours must have been about the last of the heavy bombers over Berlin", said

Sgt, L,. Rawsthome, who comes from Manchester, "we came in so late that Jerry was

able to concentrate all his flak on us and it was the thickest barrage I have ever

been in, ,Before we left there was a great quantity of thick black smoke coming up

through the clouds over a large area. But the clouds were so thick that the glow

of fires and searchlights was not very "bright when seen from above. The dense smoke

made it still more difficult to see the glow - we saw it all right when we got

clear of Berlin and were looking back at the city from an angle,"

This was the thirteenth, flight to Berlin of P/Lt, C.F, Gardner, a Lancaster

pilot, who comes from Streaky Bay, South Australia* "t/e had a very quiet time," he

said "and we didn't 'see a single fighter. The flak was certainly heavier than I

have known it recently over Berlin, but we get through it all right. I/iy gunners

said that, the clouds were so thick that they couldn’t see the fires as clearly

as usual but the markers were well concentrated."

F/Lt* P, E, MacCarthy, D.F. C,. of Billinudgel, N* S, Wales, who was on his 37th

operation, said "There was a lull between the first barrage of flak and the arrival

of the fighters. We got in between these two spaces and the only sign of fighters

we saw were flares around Berlin, They were dropped haphazard with no sort of

pattern. By the time we Ift, the line of flares was only about four miles, but I

have never seen such a terrific concentration of target markers,"

The pilot of a Lancaster said:- ,rwe were coming away from the target,

when ts P,.W, 190 came up,. Ly gunners spotted him very smartly and we took evasive

action* Then another fighter came up to the attack, a twin-engined one, which was

just going to fire at a range of I+oo yards when we gave him the slip, too. Two fighters

seemed to be working together on a plan but we got rid of both of them just as they

were turning in to the attack.

’’You could see Lancasters everywhere and the whole attack seemed to be very

satisfactory* The sky markers were thickly concentrated above the ten tenth

cloud, "

/Continued
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(Berlin Story Continued)

Lancaster *S for sugar*, belonging to an Australian squadron, made its 92nd 'war

flight last night and got back -without a scratch or a bullet hole, "She flew

beautifully the 'whole way", said the Bomb-Aimer, Sgt. N, Stapleton, of Tiverton,

Devonshire,

A station commander gave facts about the tremendous work involved in putting up

last night T s groat force of over 1,000 aircraft, "Every attack”, he said, "is the

work of a huge organisation engaged in a battle of wits 'with an oven larger organisa-

tion in Germany, And every attack is planned, organised and calculated 'with

reference to the individual circumstances of the night, circumstances, -which are most

unlikely to repeat themselves on any future occasion.

"In the shortest possible time, well over 1,000 aircraft had to be got into the

air last night, without getting scattered along the route, they had to keep together,

in spite of the different speeds and Suitable operational heights of the different

types of bombers, reach the -target and leave it within about half-an-hour. All

this had to be done in darkness and in cloud.

"It was a busy night for the aircrews but it was also a very long dry for those

on the ground.* It took roughly 4*ooo men to get the bombs into the 1 ,000 aircraft,

and. the work took over 5 hours. Some 7*ooo flying personnel were briefed. There

-,vas something like 50 men 'working on the ground for each bomber that got into the air.

We used well over 1,000,000 gallons of petrol, many thousand gallons of oil and a

great volume of fluid needed for hydraulic undercarriages, de-icing systems and.

various pumps. Many thousands of radio valves had to be checked. On each bomber

station lorries had to be ready for such specialised work as servicing accumulators,

keeping cars at the right air pressure and filling oxygen cylinders, 7,000 flying

yurts had to be prepared and about three-quarters,of a million.rounds of ammunition

had to be stowed aboard after being packed in belts,"
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MEDITERRANEAN COMMUNIQUENo. 26

Allied Force Advance Headquarters
16.2.244

SEA:

The Allied navies continue to give fire support to the 5th Army. In the

Adriatic on the night of February 12/13, our destroyers bombarded VELA LUKU and

BRATO in the island of KORCULA.

LAND:

On the ,8th Army front a small enemy attack using tanks was broken up by our

artillery.

Patrols were active along the whole front.

Except for artillery fire and patrol clashes there 'was little activity on either

main Army -front or in the ANZIO sector.

AIR:

Yesterday, the monastery at MONTE CASSINO "was attacked by strong forces of both

heavy and medium bombers. The railway yards at POGGIBONSI and the troop concentra-

tions at CAMPOLEONE 'were bombed by other heavy bombers. Important railway yards in

the area of POME, and ground targets in advance of the beachhead'were attacked

continuously by fighter-bombers.

harbours on the west coast of ITALY 'were bombed by medium aircraft, while fighter

bombers attacked, enemy shipping off the coast of YUGOSLAVIA.

During the nights of February 14/15 and 15/16, night bombers struck at communica

tions south of ROMS.

During the day, nine enemy aircraft -were destroyed. One of ours is missing*

It is now known that three enemy aircraft in addition to those already reported were

#

destroyed, on February 14.*

Yesterday. M.A.A.F. flew over 1,100 sorties. Enemy air activity vns approxi-

mately 70 sorties.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES
BEFORE 0100 B.S.T. (i.e. FOR MORNING PAPERS) ON

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1944
THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO

SECOND POLISH CORPS IN ITALY

The Polish G.H.Q. announces

Under the command of General Anders the Second Polish Corps is now in

action in Italy* This Polish Corps includes the Carpathian and "Kresowa” (i.e.

Borderland) divisions.

The personnel forming these divisions consists of men who independently

and through many dangers escaped after the German invasion of Poland. One

brigade of the Carpathian division distinguished itself in the defence of

Tobruk. Rigorous training has been carried out by the Corps in Persia and

Iraq.

NOTE TO EDITORS

The forerunners of the arrival of the Second Polish Corps in Italy

were a group of Polish Commandos who distinguished themselves already so gallant-

ly in the battles of the Sangro river.

The Commander of the Second Polish Corps, General Wladyslaw Anders is- 52

years old and has a distinguished military career. Most of the troops under his

command were organised by him in Russia and afterwards trained in the Middle

East.

The First Polish Army Corps is in Great Britain in training

POLISH MINISTRY OP INFORMATION
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CORRECTION TO A.M.B, 12960

HEAVUEST ATTACK)

In A.M.B. No 129pleasesubstituefirs tpara.

80 * for *
9

to read:

’at the*rate of over 80-tons a minute "
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ITALIAN BRIDGEHEAD

FROM VAUGHAN THOMAS FOR COMDINED PRESS AND RADIO

February 14,

Today General Alexander visited the bridgehead and made a tour of

our positions. He talked to officers and men and afterwards received the

correspondents who had been covering the landing.

He stressed the high morale of the men who had been doinr: the fighting

and then discussed the position on the beachhead. General Alexander said:

”\7e got a surprise and won the first round. If the Germans had not recovered

right
so quickly we might have got / through and won the whole fight in that first

round* • Then came the -second when, he .collected enough troops to lock our

..advance and .try...and. send us hack into- those We may he in-the middle or-

dering • the • end ■of this round.

The third round will X he when we rather our ..forces and get" into.., our stride*

The- General--quoted the statement- -of Kessdring himself "if 'you allow

the enemy to establish a bridgehead you have lost the battle," and then

added "I can assure you that the Gormans are very worried men." He ended

v ' :
s review with the words " Y/c have been in a great many battles from El

Alamein to the landing at Anzio, Ye aren't going to lose this one,"

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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OR BROADCAST IN THS 8.3,0, 13013 NEWS SERVICE BEFORE

0030, FEBRUARY 17, 1 944

By NORMAN CLARK. Representing the Combined British press

With the Fifth Army in Italy,
Anzio Bridgegead, Monday night

On one of the most uneventful days in the bridgehead â€” we have only one sneak

fighter-bomber raid and desultory shelling to record ■â€” the rollicking career of "Anzio

Archie", one of the enemyâ€™s long-range railway mounted guns, came to an end this after-

noon. The extinction of this gun, 'which has a brother, was the result of its own

incaution. For nearly three weeks this "Big Bertha" of a siege gun has been stalked

from the air and by artillery observers; today, it moved closer to the bridgehead and

its shells spouted columns of water in the sea. Shipping off Anzio and Nettunia,

anchored out of range, was the quarry of the big gunk shells. By moving nearer the

bridgehead perimeter, the gun -- probably a 210 millimetre piece â€” sought to increase

the range to reach the landing craft, the unloading of which it has not interrupted on

any single day* But eyes were watching and when "Anzio Archie" sent its first shells

screaming over our heads to explode â€˜with a crump in the -water, its position was plotted.

Our guns, among them the redoubtable â€™â€™Long Toms" were* waiting. "Anzio Archie"

fired one or two rounds all of which fell wide. Then, in a moment, our guns were upon

it. Shunt as the railway gun might do and attempt to dodge to the shelter of a road

bridge, our batteries accurately ranged, put down round after round on the target â€”

and a direct hit was scored. Tonight "Anzio Archies" brother is trying to wreak

revpngO'but has tired oarly, It is obvious he is not his equal. he shall miss

"Archie",

AH along the front the enemy's attitude has. remained passive for tm days. Only

'weak patrols have attempted to cross our lines â€” and these have all been repulsed.

As a token of the telling effect of oui1 artillery on the cncny and of the accuracy,

I heard today how one-of our patrols found the bodies of sixty dead Germans around a

small outpost the enemy had been consolidating. hen the German working parties

7/crc seen, their activity was. reported and interrupted perhaps three times in twenty-

four hours by our shelling. Shells load killed all. sixty .ana-wounded we donâ€™t know

hew many.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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ITALIAN BRIDGEHEAD
From Basil Gingell, Representing
the Combined press.

With the Fifth Army in Italy
February 14,

The German probing tactics against our beachhead position at Anzio hove slackened

in the last two days but long range shelling and sharp air raids have been maintained.

Sitting on my balcony which overlooks

have been watching these shells at the end

the sea. They fall often over a wide area

explosion. Within an hour twenty sploshed

the sea from Anzio point to Monte Circeo I

of their twenty mile flights plunging into

sending up fountains of water with a fierce

into the water gleaming in the afternoon sun.

This morning there were two sharp raids over the harbour area the second being at

about 1100 hours, A single plane dropped its bombs out of the harbour area but hit a

truck in which some British soldiers were about to move off. Buildings in the vicinity

shook under the impact and gravel spurted over our jeep os we hurriedly descended.

While the enemy has by reason of restricted supplies to confine himself to such

small efforts our artillery keeps up a more or less constant attack and waves of

bombers hammer him behind his lines os well os giving support to forward troops.

Indicative of the effect of our shelling one can cite a cose where after our troops

had pulled back to straighten the line the enemy advanced and commenced digging in. The

diggers were shelled and from our observation points we sow the enemy putting down a

smoke screen and then hurrying up with stretchers.

The enemy persisted however and again this was repeated. That night a small

patrol from our lines went to see what was happening where the enemy had been so

industrious and found the bodies of sixty German dead laying in the area. With such

tolls being taken of the German forces over many parts of the line it is not surpris-

ing that prisoners all tell a similar tale concerning the devastating effect on their

nerves of our shelling.

German propaganda has also intruded itself into their shoots, for leaflets have

been scattered over the front from air-bursts* These efforts lack the subtlety some-

times found in enemy leaflets "but they ore nevertheless much sought after by our

troops os souvenirs.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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ITALIAN BRIDGEHEAD

From Vaughan Thomas for Combined Press and Radio

(continuation of previous despatch (M.0,1. no. 33 of today)

February 14

He asked them how many had been at Dunkirk and then said "I was" and he also took

the correspondents to task and placed on their shoulders the responsibility for the

fluctuations in public opinion at home, saying "I know that there was never likely to be

a Dunkirk here". Correspondents were puzzled at the General’s accusation and stressed

that fact that they have been with the fighting forces since the first day. Their reports

have been neither optimistic nor pessimistic but have given a sober balanced view of the

situation as they saw it. Any exaggerated hopes or anxiety must have come from sources

outside the bridgehead.

As air raid sirens wal 1 ed the General who arrived in a jeep dressed in a fur-lined

flying coat direct from a tour of the front emphasised "I have been round the front, not

the whole front and talked with officers and a tremendous number of men. I knew their

morale was high but had no idea they could be so cheerful. I was delighted to find they

were simply full of fighting spirit and their morale was about as high as it could be.

This is the first time they have had an opportunity of really killing Germans and proving

themselves better men".

MINISTRY' OP. INFORMATION
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